
    By Michael Nuckols, Local Foods and Horticulture Program Manager 

In 2017, while establishing a new orchard, I purchased a single dwarf ‘Zestar’® apple from a mail order 

nursery.  Introduced by the University of Minnesota, the tree was described as super cold hardy, early 

ripening, and good for fresh eating – a perfect choice for my home in Antwerp. Much to my surprise, that 

tiny tree produced several beautiful apples in its first year of cultivation. With no pest control whatsoever, 

those three apples were perfect – sweet, crisp, and free of blemishes. In early Spring of 2018, I decided I 

wanted to purchase more of these trees and spent several months searching for this variety online with little 

success. At that time, I decided that this was simply a popular variety that had sold out. Little did I know that 

the variety was, in fact, still available and that I was searching for the wrong tree. As it turns out, the name 

‘Zestar’® is not the name of a patented apple variety or cultivar, but rather a brand trademark for the fruit 

itself owned by the University of Minnesota. The tree I had purchased was really a cultivar named 

‘Minnewashta’ that was being marketed under the trademark ‘Zestar.’®  

Though some nurseries will use 

trademarks and cultivar names 

interchangeably, trademarks should 

be viewed as a marketing tool rather 

than varietal name. In the case of 

apples, many cultivars may be 

marketed to fruit buyers under a 

single trademarked name. For 

example, ‘Pink Lady’® apples were 

the first to have a trademarked 

name, which is now used to market 

several different cultivars that meet 

the brand characteristics for shape, 

color, taste, and quality. The original 

cultivar marketed under this 

trademark was a variety called 

‘Cripp’s Pink’. Newer apple cultivars 

marketed under the ‘Pink Lady’® name include ‘Rosy Glow’, ‘Ruby Pink’, and ‘Lady in Red.’ Legally, only those 

growers participating in the ‘Pink Lady’® marketing program may use the name and associated flowing heart 

logo. (As a side note, ‘Cripps Pink’ and its descendants are warm-climate cultivars developed in Australia; 

they are a poor choice for North Country gardeners).  
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Zestar® trademarked apple tree 



The phenomena of marketing new cultivars under different 

trademarked names is not limited to apples.  Commercial 

growers are now trademarking roses, annuals, perennials, 

shrubs, and even trees. For example, shrub roses grown 

under the ‘Knockout’® trademark include dozens of 

different varieties. Petunias sold in bright pink pots were 

first sold under the trademark ‘Wave’® in 1995. Since then, 

multiple cultivars of petunias and even pansies have been 

marketed under this trademarked name and pot color. 

Although not trademarked, even those heirloom 

‘Brandywine’ tomatoes at your supermarket might actually 

be a newer cultivar bred with increased disease resistance 

and growing properties. 

Why do growers use trademarks rather than varietal 

names? One reason is that plant patents for new cultivars 

expire in 20 years – while trademarks can be renewed every 

ten years in perpetuity. As patented cultivar names cannot 

be trademarked, plant breeders prefer to market under 

trademarked names instead. Secondly, plant breeders 

continue to improve on existing varieties.  Marketing 

products under variety names, which may change every few 

years as varieties are improved, can be confusing to consumers. Finally, the names of cultivars are often 

chosen by the plant breeder and may be more difficult to market than names created by savvy ad agencies. 

The lesson for home gardeners and farmers is to pay attention to both cultivar names and trademarks, 

particularly if you are looking for a certain variety.  Typically, trademarks will be followed by the trademark 

symbol – the letter ‘r’ in a circle. Cultivars names are often followed by the plant patent number. Ideally, 

catalogs and websites will list both; however, many retailers will not make the distinction.  

Growers not participating in an advertising program or grower’s association may be selling genetically 

identical plants or seeds under lesser-known cultivar names.  As a result, their plants may be less expensive 

than those sold by growers participating in the marketing program. This is particularly true for older cultivars 

where the plant patent has expired, allowing anyone to propagate the plant. For example, the University of 

Minnesota patented the ‘Minnewashta’ apple cultivar in 1997 under plant patent number USPP11367P. That 

patent expired in 2017 and may now be propagated by other nurseries. Despite the patent expiration, only 

those who pay marketing fees may sell these trees or their fruit under the ‘Zestar’® trademark. 
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Example of U.S. patent document 

https://patents.google.com/patent/USPP11367P/en

